
For Women & Men, Custom Closets in
Cumming GA Now Available from A Final
Touch

A Final Touch fabricates custom

closets in Cumming suitable to the

needs of the discerning

homeowner.

CUMMING, GA, June 18, 2013 /EINPresswire.com/ -- A

Final Touch makes custom closets in Cumming GA for

homes. A recent trend is for men to develop closet space

that suits their needs, and A Final Touch can

accommodate them.

Over the years, the idea of the closet has evolved. A

century ago, closets were generally smaller things, with

armoires holding a lot of clothes and like items for

homeowners. As the 20th century progressed, the walk-

in closet became a staple in new construction in

suburban developments. Now, however, the closet has

progressed to the next level. In Cumming GA, custom

closets from A Final Touch are constructed to meet the

needs of today’s consumer.

Some folks assume that closet space is a woman’s realm.

After all, it is reasoned, women have more extensive

wardrobes that require storage. While that arguably may

still be the case, tastes and needs are changing, and

today’s prosperous male might find that he needs closet space of his own. 

A writer for Forbes outlines today’s situation: “Men’s fashion collection may not be as massive as

most women’s, but it encompasses almost as many categories: jewelry (ties, cuff links, rings);

accessories (belts, pocket squares, watches); bags (briefcase, knapsack); and, yes, shoes (work,

play, exercise, summer, winter). And it all needs to go somewhere.”

While it indeed may need to go somewhere, the question becomes one of where do these items

go. For an increasing number of men, custom closets fill a need that they might not have realized

they had.  The idea is that an organized space allows today’s male more latitude when getting

ready for everything from an important business meeting to a day on the golf course. And prices

vary – anywhere from a couple of thousand dollars for a smaller closet to luxury units that run

well into the six figures.

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.glassshowers-ga.com
http://www.glassshowers-ga.com
http://www.glassshowers-ga.com/custom-closets.html
http://www.glassshowers-ga.com/custom-closets.html
http://www.glassshowers-ga.com/custom-closets.html


Many firms nationally make custom closets. For men and ladies who desire custom closets in

Cumming GA, A Final Touch offers a wide selection. 

“Custom closets in Cumming help people stay on track with maintaining an organized lifestyle

that is not interrupted by clutter,” claimed a representative of A Final Touch.

A Final Touch installs custom closets in Cumming, Alpharetta, Johns Creek, Canton, Roswell,

Woodstock, Marietta, Sandy Springs, Dunwoody, Dawsonville and surrounding areas. They also

handle mirror installation and shower enclosures throughout the same service zone.

About A Final Touch: A Final Touch specializes in a variety of installation, construction,

remodeling, and replacement services in Cumming, GA and surrounding areas. In business for

16 years, the company has become Cumming’s choice for glass showers, mirrors, closets, and

other interior enhancements.
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